ACROSS:

1. University ranked #1 four years in a row by the Times Higher Education survey
2. Stamp finisher?
3. Father
4. Descriptor for 17-Across
5. Flip over, like the boat at the beginning of Frozen
6. Labgoers’ footwear no-no
7. Make eggs?
8. The dog fits into ___ house (mnemonic used to recall when not to use an apostrophe)
9. Ndamukong ___, often-fined NFL player
10. One concerned about wrinkles?
11. What Dr. Who travels through!
12. Assist a trigonometer in getting a loan?
13. They’re filled before shooting?
14. Deep fissure
15. Before, before words
16. Theme of this puzzle and 1-Across’s president-elect
17. Cardinal number for Chameau’s 1-Across presidency
18. This bonus puzzle’s “bonus” anagram?
19. Guys and girls on OKCupid who use Carbon-14?
20. John Dalton thought this was -3000C
21. Purple
22. Top 5 mobile phone manufacturer
23. Suburb near Pasadena
24. Sets fire to, or what 58-Across may use to set fire
25. Looking intently
26. They are wanted?
27. Letters on the back of some android phones
28. Independent charitable gp.
29. Position for 34-Across at UChicago

DOWN:

1. Panera and Subway competitor
2. Give ___ on the back
3. Crucial telescope part
4. Weekly Ricketts event (abbr.)
5. Phi ___, freshman honor society with ~1 million lifetime members
6. It can be ionic?
7. Politically correct pronoun (written with a slash)
8. Green, in a sense
9. Chair of trustee selection committee that selected 34-Across
10. Online wallet
11. Princess killed in a car crash
12. Quetzalcoatl worshiper
13. Big name in tractors
14. Feeds the pigs
15. Disorder-ly suffix with “au-”?
16. First science and engineering research national laboratory in the United States
17. Race along side the Greeks and Egyptians in Age of Mythology
18. Initials on many storefront security cameras
19. “Hey, didn’t see you there….”
20. Paulo and Fransisco
21. “Are you in ___?”
22. 404: ___ not found
23. River through Essen, Germany
24. CPR providers and Health Ads, essentially
25. Searching for someone or something
26. Closer by
27. Rock trio with notable beards
28. Sailo’s “Stop!”
29. ___ day, what 34-Across and this puzzle’s creator share
30. 53-Across locale, but not San Fran’s
31. Rock trio with notable beards
32. Elaine ___, first female Asian-American United States cabinet member
33. Cathedral seats for prayer
34. Type of prof. that doesn’t have tenure
35. “Fourscore and seven years ___”
36. 155, in Roman numerals
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